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When is a product more sustainable?

▪ Business perspective: Product sustainability serves to keep 
companies competitive in times of changing consumer and public 
demands, by preventing or reducing product related risks or 
differentiate products from those of competitors.

▪ Societal perspective: Product sustainability is seen to contribute to 
sustainable development, by reducing the ecological footprint or 
by improving the social condition.

➢ While the business success of product sustainability can be 
measured easily by looking at economic success indicators like 
sales, market share or customer satisfaction of “sustainable 
products”, its sustainability contribution remains vague at best and 
difficult to measure.

When is a product more sustainable and how can we measure it?



Product Sustainability 1.0: From selective
to holistic improvements of products

The dominant model: Eco-Design

Whole product life-cycle, environmental focus, linear process
(cradle-to-grave), focus on material efficiency

Improvements

▪ From environmental focus to sustainability focus («design 
for sustainability»)

▪ From linear process to closed loop («cradle-to-cradle»)

▪ From material efficiency to dematerialization («product
service system»)



Unilever: Environmental Life-Cycle 
Impacts of Products
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(McDonough/Braungart 2013)



Product-Service Systems (PSS)

“A PSS is an integrated product and service offering that delivers 
value in use. A PSS offers the opportunity to decouple economic 
success from material consumption and hence reduce the 
environmental impact of economic activity.” (Baines et al. 2007)

▪ From goods to services: utility or access, not ownership
▪ Dematerializing consumption
▪ From additional to alternative services
▪ Three types of PSS: 

a) added value for products: Fair Trade, recycling
b) services instead of products: E-paper, ski rental
c) enabling platforms for users: Mobility, AirBnB, Uber





Product Sustainability 2.0: From
«better products» to «good products» 

The dominant model

Minimizing negative impacts. Make existing products better. 
Better products, however, are not yet good products. 

A new perspective

«Absolute improvements» and «Creating Positive Value» 

▪ The «Upcycle»: going beyond zero (negative) impact

▪ While the footprint refers to negative impacts, 
«Handprinting» refers to creating positive impacts

▪ «Regenerative» or «Net Positive» products



The Upcycle

• not aiming for zero impact (neutralizing), but for positive impact
• going for both, negative and positive impacts
• e.g. from energy-saving to energy-producing, from no-harm to health-

producing impacts

(McDonough/Braungart 2013)



The Net Positive Concept

▪ Demands positive impacts overall that outweigh negative impacts

▪ Net Positive simply means putting more back into environment/society 
than a company takes out, with a resulting positive product or 
corporate footprint

▪ Three types of impacts: direct impacts (own processes), indirect 
impacts (supply chain), impacts enabled through customers (product 
design, consumer education)

▪ e.g. British Telecom: 8% of BT’s carbon emissions are caused by its own 
operations, 64% by its supply chain, 28% by customers using their 
products. “Net Good” strategy: help their customers to reduce carbon 
emissions by at least three times BT’s own footprint by 2020. In 2013 
both were roughly equal.

▪ e.g. IKEA strategy «People and Planet Positive»: a) a more sustainable 
life at home, b) Resource and energy independence, c) a better life for 
people and communities.

(Forum for the Future/WWF UK/Climate Group 2014)





Product Sustainability 3.0: From
Customer Value to Public Value

The dominant model

Creating private value for consumers. But this does not say
anything about the public value created. 

A new perspective

Creating benefits to consumers while creating benefits to society

▪ reducing or stopping problematic or unethical products: 
weapons, alcohol, cigarettes, SUVs

▪ creating products with a value to society («social value», «public
value», «shared value», «products with a purpose»): e.g. 
heritage coffee from Sudan or Haiti, energy efficiency solutions

▪ creating products for a public value: e.g. products for the
«bottom of the pyramid», micro finance, climate otpimized
food, housing for refugees



Overview: Evolving Concepts of Product
Sustainability

(Dyllick/Rost 2016)


